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BRIEFS

Student co-founds
organization to aid the

homeless

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Susan Hassan

"It shows extraordinary motivation
and sensitivity to playing
a constructive role in society that
she has done this. This is a
very good program and
it fits in with my view of how
all lawyers - and anyone can make a difference."
RoB PRECHT,
DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF
PUBLIC SERVICE

directs billions of dollars
annually toward social
services for underprivileged
citizens in hope of helping the
poor, elderly, and homeless.
But people like third-year
Michigan law student Susan
Hassan are tackling such
problems in a rather unconventional way. Hassan's belief
that the homeless can rise
above their situation given
opportunities influenced her
to co-found the Homeless
Empowerment Relationship
Organization (HERO), a nonprofit organization dedicated
to ending homelessness.
HERO's roots developed in
1992, while Hassan was an
undergraduate economics
student at Michigan. She
and comedian-author Louie
Anderson frequently debated
what they felt was a common
but inappropriate attitude
toward "vagrants": feed them,
shelter them, and don't expect
too much. Few current
programs seemed to optimistically address the future of
their clients. But Hassan and
Anderson felt a proactive
approach was the only way to
get to the heart of the problem. "We wanted to do
something to affect peoples
lives for the long run,"
explained Hassan, who
knows Anderson through
her brother's work as his
manager.
For some homeless people,
the obstacle that keeps them
where they are is their
inability to take advantage of
opportunities, services, and
agencies available to the
average person, Hassan and
Anderson agreed. The Homeless Empowerment Relationship Organization, which they

founded in 1993, is therefore
designed to help break down
these obstacles. HERO pairs
motivated homeless persons
with volunteer mentors to
create a relationship that
serves as a basis for a new
lifestyle for the homeless
person. The idea is gaining a
foothold in Michigan where a national office and
two local programs have been
established - and in other
major cities like Minneapolis
and Ashville, North Carolina,
where HERO is sometimes
operated by an existing
agency.
Rob Precht, director of the
law school's Office of Public
Service, commended Hassan,
"the latest in a long line of
students from the University
of Michigan who have made a
difference in the world."
Michigan students, he said,
have left their mark on society
in a variety of ways, including
the Peace Corps, which was
introduced by President John
F. Kennedy at the urging of a
group of Michigan students.
"It shows extraordinary
motivation and sensitivity to
playing a constructive role in
society that she has done
this," Precht said. 'This is a
very good program and it fits
in with my view of how all
lawyers - and anyone can make a difference."
Founding HERO was
another step in Hassan's
history of volunteerism,
which has mainly included
globally-oriented projects.
Turning her focus to the
United States, she said she
realized that homelessness
"is our weakest link in this
country, especially in places
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like Ann Arbor," where most
people are untouched by this
particular tragedy.
Flint was the site of the
HERO Pilot Program,
launched in 1993 with the
financial support of the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation. Ten
homeless persons and 10
volunteer mentors together
helped develop the existing
two-part series: the Pathfinder
Program, in which participants undergo personal
assessments and formulate
goals with trained staff; and
the Partnership Program, in
which volunteer mentors
provide ongoing support to
help them meet their goals. In

order to succeed in this
program, participants must
already exhibit some motivation, or they must develop it
prior to the Partnership
Program, Hassan said.
Fifty-four individuals have
graduated Pathfinder, 31
Partnerships have been
established, and 22 Partners
have achieved their goals and
remained independent for at
least six months, most for
more than a year, said Executive Director Darin Day. "We
don't serve a lot of people, but
after a year in HERO, most
aren't homeless any more ,"
said Day, who works out
of the national office in
Ann Arbor.

Now president of HERO's
board of directors, Hassan
will graduate in May and has
accepted a position as a
corporate attorney with
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher
& Flom in Chicago. "HERO
is always going to be a really
important part of my life,"
she said. "I have always
believed in people and their
ability to help themselves."

(For more information
on HERO, call (313) 669-8128.
The national office is located at
411 Huron View Boulevard,
Suite 106, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48103.)

International Law Workshop In February, the International Law Wodishop hosted Nuala Mole, left, founder and director of the "Advice on
Individual Rights in Europe" (AIRE) Centre in London, which provides legal advice, information, and
representation on all aspects of international human rights law. Mole spoke to the workshop on "Human Rights
and Eastern Europe: The Extension of the European Convention" and gave a paper in the Human Rights
seminar. Professor Michael Heller, right, organizes and moderates the workshop series, which is intended to
introduce today's most debated issues in international and comparative law. Workshop speakers this fall and
winter have included distinguished alumni, visiting faculty, and regular faculty :John Toulmin, Q.C. and
Professors Renaud Dehousse, Meinhard Hilf, Catharine MacKinnon, Jozef Moravcik, Ulrich Petersmann,
Frances Olsen, Andreas Reindl, Bruno Simma, and Phillip Trimble.
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Resource
Center opens
The Michigan Child
Welfare Law Resource Center
is now providing training and
technical assistance to attor neys, judges, and others
involved in child protection
and foster care litigation. The
center is one part of the
comprehensive child welfare
law program at the Law
School and was created with
funding from the W .K Kellogg
Foundation.
The center offers research
support, technical assistance
and consultation on legal
issues related to foster care
and child placement. It also
organizes interdisciplinary
workshops and conferences
on related topics.
"Securing safe and permanent homes for children is a
difficult task and is further
frustrated without a legal
system sensitive and responsive to the needs of maltreated
children and their parents,"
says the center's program
manager, Kathryne O'Grady.
"The Michigan Child Welfare
Law Resource Center will help
the legal community meet
these needs."
The center is also publishing a newsletter with updates
on case law and related topics.
For more information on
center membership and
services, those interested
should contact the Child
Welfare Law Program,
University of Michigan Law
School, Ann Arbor, MI
48109-1215 ; or
ogrady@uich.edu or phone
(313) 763-5598.
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Two graduates named Skadden Fellows;
Dean named to Foundation

Higginbotham
keynote speaker
at symposium on
civil rights Chief]udge Emeritus of the United
States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit, the Honorable A.
Leon Higginbotham, Jr., was the
keynote speaker for the opening
program of a symposium, "Toward
a New Civil Rights Vision," held by
the Michigan journal of Race &
Law in October. Other keynote
speakers for the symposium
included Derric11 Bell, Jr., professor
of law at New York University Law
School, and Kimberle Crenshaw,
professor of law at Columbia
University School of Law; they were
joined by more than two dozen
distinguished panelists during the
course of the two-day event. In
addition to participating in the
symposium, Higginbotham, a former
adjunct professor at the Law School,
was also a Helen L. DeRoy visiting
fellow, meeting with small groups of
faculty and students to discuss his
current work. He is writing two
books, his autobiography, and one
on Race and the American and
South African Legal Process which
will be part of his series on Race and
The American Legal Process .

Audrey Richardson,j.D.
'95, and Kristin Kimmel,
a 3L graduating this spring,
are among the twenty-five
recently named Skadden
Fellows. Fellows provide legal
assistance through various
non-profit organizations in
this two-year program. Their
salary is paid by the Skadden
Fellowship Foundation.
Richardson will work for the
Lawyers' Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law in Boston
and Kimmel for Lawyers for
Children in New York City.
'TU be representing low
income people in employment
discrimination litigation,
including early proceedings
before the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination," says Richardson, who
is presently clerking. "It's an
important stage at which
people without financial
resources often cannot obtain
legal representation and
where much of the groundwork for litigation is set.
And I'm very pleased to have
the opportunity to do this
kind of work - public
interest organizations like
the Lawyers' Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law often
don't have the financial
resources to allow them to
hire recent graduates."
Kimmel is equally enthusiastic about her fellowship .
"Lawyers for Children works
with children who have
voluntarily been placed in
foster care in Manhattan.
Foster care review hearings,
termination of parental rights,

and custody disputes will all
be part of the day-to-day
effort to see that kids are
getting the representation
they need.
"We'll also be creating a
sexual abuse survivors manual
for child sexual abuse victims
and one for foster parents
who are caring for children
who have been sexually
abused ... I feel honored and
lucky to be able to do child
advocacy since I dedicated my
law school education toward
this." Kimmel was previously
a caseworker during summers
while she was in college and
she was a student in the Law
School's Child Advocacy
Clinic as well as a research
assistant there.
This is the eighth group of
Fellows to be selected from
the hundreds who apply each
year; there are now 200 law
school graduates and judicial
clerks who have worked fulltime for legal and advocacy
organizations through the
program.
In related news, Dean
Jeffrey Lehman has joined the

Skadden Foundation Board of
Trustees and will participate
in Skadden Fellowship
selection in the future . Along
with an Advisory Committee
of partners representing
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher
& Flom's domestic offices,
and with the Foundation's
director, the board discusses
the candidacies of Skadden
Fellow finalists. In addition to
members of the firm and Dean
Lehman, the board includes
Archibald Cox, former
Solicitor General and professor at Boston University Law
School; Marian Wright
Edelman, founder and
president of the Children's
Defense Fund; Patrice
Kunesh, tribal attorney for the
Mashantucket Pequot Tribe
and former Skadden Fellow;
Jose Lozano, publisher and
president of La Opinion; Kurt
Schmoke, mayor of Baltimore;
Sargent Shriver, attorney, first
director of the Peace Corps
and of the Office of Economic
Opportunity; and Xavier L.
Suarez, former mayor of
Miami.

Corrections and Addenda
Several readers have pointed out that the story on Jeffrey H. Smith,j.D. '71,
said he is the second consecutive Law School graduate to serve as general
counsel for the Central Intelligence Agency when, infact, he is the third. Russell
Bruemmer,j.D. '77, served as general counsel from 1988 to 1990, followed by
Elizabeth Rindskopj,].D. '68 (profiled in the Fall 1994 issue), and then Smith.
LQN regrets this oversight.
An additional notice of clerkship was received after the winter issue was
printed. Robert Greenspoon began clerking lastjuly for the Honorable Brian
Barnett Duff in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois.
Kyra Kazantzis',].D. '90,first name was misspelled in the Fall/Winter 1995
Class notes.
And due to an error in records processing, judge john R. Milligan,].D . '52,
was listed in the obituaries when, in fact, the inclusion should have been for
john T. Milligan,].D. '56.
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The paperless trial
The rapidly expanding realm of
information technology as applied to
law and education was on display as
part of the most recent Committee of
Visitors program. Brian O'Neill.JD.
'74, gave a demonstration of the
technology used for the "paperless
trial," using an example of his work
on the Exxon-Valdez case. O'Neill
spent five-and-a-half-years in Alaska
as head of the plaintiffs legal team.
In a separate presentation, the Law
School's site on the World Wide Web
and the information reach of the
Internet were also highlighted.

Inaugurating the
Law School's Pro Bono
program-

Senior Day '95
(Left to right, front row) David Arroyo, Andrea Axel, Bradford Axel, Dimitri
Barinstein, Lisa Barksdale, Danielle Barron, Laurice Bekheet, and Amy Bennett
were among the 107 ].D. and I5 LL.M. graduates celebrating their
accomplishments at the December I995 Senior Day. The program included
music by the Detroit Concert Brass Quintet and the Law School Headnotes, a
welcome from the Dean, and remarks by Alllison Lowery, President of the Law
School Student Senate, Marc Schuyler Reiner, a member of the December
graduating class, and James]. White, Robert A. Sullivan Professor of Law.
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Al Guskin, Chancellor of Antioch
University in Ohio, talks with
Moushumi Khan, JL, during his visit
to campus to commemmorate the
creation of the Peace Corps and to
inaugurate the Law School's Pro Bono
Students America/Great Lakes
program. The PBSA creates and uses
a national database for matching
students who want to do pro bono
legal work with compatible
organizations. Guskin was a U-M
graduate student in sociology when
presidential candidate john F.
Kennedy stood on the steps of the
Michigan Union and asked how many
studentes were willing to help the
poor. Guskin and others rallied to the
question and responded in a way that
led Kennedy to subsequently announce
he would form a Peace Corps if
elected.

